J
The Map to Everywhere
RYAN, C Carrie Ryan
Twelve-year-old Fin, a master thief
from the pirate world of Khaznot Quay,
and Marrill, also twelve, of Arizona,
cross paths in the magical world
of the Pirate Stream while on a quest
for a mysterious map.

J
Addison Cooke and the
STOK, J Treasure of the Incas
Jonathan Stokes

After twelve-year-old Addison's uncle
unearths ancient Incan secrets in Peru,
he is kidnapped by a shadowy
organization intent on stealing the
treasure unless Addison and his friends
can decipher the clues first.

MORE ACTION/ADVENTURE
BOOKS YOU MAY LIKE:
The Last Kids on Earth I Brallier
N.E.R.D.S.: National Espionage, Rescue,
and Defense Society I Buckley
Masterminds I Gordon
Treasure Hunters I Patterson
Hatchet I Paulsen
The Boundless Train I Oppel

J
Pyramid Hunters: The Iron Tomb
VEGA, P Peter Vegas
Following the various clues his uncle
left behind, using the same knowledge
of Ancient Egyptian history, culture,
and religion he once hated, Sam
makes his way across Egypt, trying to
solve the mystery of his uncle's
disappearance and, eventually, the
secret of the Iron Tomb.

Loot
J
WATS, J Jude Watson

When Alfie McQuinn, the notorious
jewel thief, is killed on a job, his last
words to his son, March, are to "find
jewels" and this instruction leads the
boy to Jules, the twin sister he never
knew he had--and the perfect partner to
carry on the family business.

“These books aren’t
my thing!"

That’s okay! We all read at our own
pace and have our own likes and
dislikes. A librarian can help you find
a book that you will love. Ask us!

Recommended
Reads

Action/
Adventure

J
96 Miles
ESPL, J J.L. Esplin
During a massive blackout in rural
Nevada, two brothers struggle to
survive without their self-relianceobsessed dad and without enough
water cross the desert for help.

J
Brightstorm
HARD, V Vashti Hardy
Twins Arthur and Maudie Brightstorm
undertake a perilous journey to uncover
the truth about the death of their famous
explorer father and his supposed
sabotage of a competitor's expedition.

J
The Door in the Alley
KRES, A Adrienne Kress
A shy boy's life is sent spiraling into
adventure after a fateful day when he
discovers a pig in a small hat and
returns it to its home at the mysterious
Explorers Club.

J
Dragon Ops
MANC, M Mari Mancusi
Twelve-year-old Ian is thrilled to beta
test the mixed-reality version of his
favorite game, but unless he, his sister,
Lilli, and their cousin Derek defeat
the dragon, it will be game over.

J
Ryan Quinn and the Rebel's
MCGE, R Escape
Ron McGee

When his father disappears and his
mother is abducted, Ryan learns that his
missing parents are secret agents and
that he must undertake a perilous mission
to rescue them.

J
Legends of the Lost Causes
MCLE, B Brad McLelland
A ragtag team of orphans embark on a
quest for justice against the villain who
destroyed their home, a mission that is
shaped by the mysterious bonds they
share and a legendary cursed stone.

J
Lola Benko, Treasure Hunter
MCMU, B Beth McMullen
Sent to a private school after multiple
brushes with the law, twelve-year-old
Lola Benko recruits classmates to help
find her archaeologist father, who
disappeared while seeking a powerful
mythical stone.

J
Lily’s Mountain
MODE, H Hannah Moderow
Unable to believe their father died while
climbing Mount Denali, twelve-yearold Lily and her older sister, Sophie, climb
the mountain in order to rescue him.

J
Eye of the North
OHAR, S Sinead O'Hart
A boy called Thing works with a secret
organization to rescue Emmeline from Dr.
Siegfried Bauer, who wants her parents
to awaken a powerful creature in the ice
fields of Greenland.

J
City Spies
PONT, J James Ponti
Sara Martinez is facing years in the
juvenile detention system for hacking
into the foster care computer system to
prove that her foster parents are crooks.
But then she gets a second chance
when a mysterious man offers her a
chance to join a group of MI6
affiliated spies

J
The Gauntlet
RIAZ, K Karuna Riazi
When twelve-year-old Farah and her two
best friends get sucked into a mechanical
board game called The Gauntlet of Blood
and Sand, a puzzle game akin to a large
Rubik's cube, they know it is up to them
to defeat the game's diabolical architect
in order to save themselves and those
who are trapped inside, including her
baby brother Ahmed.

J
The Explorer
RUND, K Katherine Rundell
Left stranded in the Amazon jungle
when their plane crashes on their way
back to England from Manaus, Brazil,
four children struggle to survive for days
until one of them finds a map that leads
them to a ruined city and a secret
hidden among the vines.

